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FLOWER PRINTING 
 

Using flowers and leaves to create a printed design. 

 

 
 
 

We will create a simple printed artwork using just a few small flowers and leaves.  Some 
of you may have gardens and can find flowers and leaves there.  I picked mine from the 
grassy area surrounding the flats where I live. Ask permission before you pick any flowers 
in case they are precious – the ones I picked are wild flowers. If you can’t find any leaves 
or flowers near your home then you can cut some flower and leaf shapes out of paper to 
use instead. 
 

REMEMBER: Always ask adult permission when using scissors. 
 
This dipping technique requires a little practise, so have a few tries first on a plain piece of 
paper until you can judge the right amount of paint.  At first, you will probably make big 
wet, blobby paint shapes but as you practise you will soon learn the technique. 
 
A handy tip is to keep a separate sheet of paper handy to dab off any excess paint because 
it is easy to pick up too much paint while dipping. 
 
Follow the instructions below and see what colourful flower prints you can achieve. 
 
 



 



 
 
 

Artists who made flower prints 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Printed flower patterns have been popular for a long time.  Look at the images on the page 
below.  The upper image is just one of the many decorative patterns designed by the 
British Victorian artist, William Morris (1834 - 1896).  How many different colour layers do 
you think he needed to print the whole pattern? 
 
The colourful leaves sitting on a marbled background are actually a large painting by the 
American artist Philip Taaffe (b. 1955).  He makes very big paintings that combine many 
different, complex printing techniques. 
 
The smallest image is a well-known print by Andy Warhol (1928- 1987).  He made multiple 
versions of this image using many different colour combinations. 
 



 
 

 

 

If you try this printing worksheet, please send 
a photograph of your finished artwork. 

 
We would love to see it! 
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